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Abstract. We develop a theory explaining how collectivism causes people to “blur” de-
mographic differences, that is, to see less diversity than actually exists in a group, and
reconciling contradictions in how collectivistic norms influence group performance. We
draw on the perceived diversity literature, hypothesizing that collectivistic norms cause
group members to blur demographic differences, resulting in perceptions that group
members are more similar than they actually are. Whether this benefits or harms group
performance depends on the group’s objective diversity and the relevance of the perceived
diversity attribute for accomplishing the task. For conjunctive tasks, the group’s perfor-
mance is determined by its weakest member, demanding high levels of cohesion. Our
theory suggests that collectivism benefits group conjunctive performance when objective
national diversity is high by blurring divisive relational differences but has no effect in
groups with low objective national diversity. In contrast, for disjunctive tasks, the group’s
performance is determined by its best member. We predict that collectivism harms group
disjunctive performancewhen objective expertness diversity is high by blurring differences
in task-relevant expertness but has no effect in low objective expertness diversity groups.
We find support for our theory in two studies, an archival study of 5,214Himalayan climbing
expeditions and a laboratory experiment assessing 366 groups. Our results show that col-
lectivism has benefits and detriments for diverse groups and that these contradictory effects
can be understood by identifying how the collectivistic blurring of perceived group diversity
helps or hurts groups based on the type of tasks on which they are working.

Funding: Funding includes the Cortese Distinguished Professorship, Haas School of Business, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley; and the Graduate School of Business, Stanford University.

Keywords: group diversity and performance • collectivism norm

Introduction
Organizational scholars have suggested that a collectiv-
istic orientation enhances group behavior (Oyserman
et al. 2002, Triandis and Suh 2002). They have con-
sidered this link to be straightforward because the
very definition of collectivism as a norm in which the
demands and interests of groups are prioritized above
individual needs and desires to achieve collective goals
focuses explicitly on the essential nature and objec-
tives of a group (Wagner 1995). Accordingly, a uni-
fying assumption is that cooperationwith relevant group
members constitutes a primary feature—perhaps even
the defining feature—of collectivism (Mead 1976,
Triandis 1990). Research has supported the idea that
collectivism benefits groups. People working in groups
characterized by a more collectivistic orientation eval-
uate their ingroup members more favorably (Lee and
Ward 1998, Gomez et al. 2000), are less prone to social

loafing (Earley 1989), workmore effectivelywith ingroup
members than alone or with outgroupmembers (Earley
1993), prioritize collective goals over individual ones
(Yamaguchi 1994, Triandis 1995) and perform better
(Jackson et al. 2006).
Examining the empirical research more closely, how-

ever, reveals that the seemingly obvious relationship
between collectivism and group performance is neither
straightforward nor entirely robust. For example, in
Wagner’s (1995) foundational study, collectivism failed
to influence the relationship between a group’s sense of
responsibility for shared outcomes and members’ co-
operative behavior. Other research indicates that collec-
tivists may sacrifice achievement in groups to maintain
harmonious relationships (Redding 1993, Kim et al.
1994) and that adopting a collectivistic orientation can
actually reduce rather than improve a work group’s
performance. For example, Goncalo and Staw (2006)
showed that individualistic groups outperformed
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collectivistic groups on a creative task, and Ng and
Van Dyne (2001) reported that collectivism reduced
decision-making quality.

Equivocal findings such as these raise the possi-
bility that, despite decades of research, researchers
still do not fully understand how collectivism influ-
ences groupperformance (Betancourt and Lopez 1993).
We introduce a theoretical framework to explain both
why and when collectivism can help or harm a group’s
ability to achieve its goals. In developing this frame-
work, we highlight that the essence of collectivism is a
focus on the group and, thereby, a reduced focus on
individual differences (Chatman et al. 1998). This re-
duced perception of differences amongmembers, which
we refer to as “blurring,” is an important, nearly def-
initional component of collectivism and, we argue, can
usefully be examined as a central mechanism in how
collectivism operates in groups. We identify how, in
bringing groupmembers together, collectivismhas the
potential to help or hinder group performance because
of how it influences perceived group diversity, defined
as “the degree to which members are aware of one
another’s differences, as reflected in their internal men-
tal representations of the unit’s composition” (Shemla
et al. 2016, p. 91). By making salient a view of members
as interchangeable exemplars of the group (Chatman
et al. 1998), the norm to be collectivistic reduces group
members’ perceived diversity—their propensity to
view one another as different—and effectively causes
them to blur distinctions between them, much like
an out-of-focus group photo that makes it difficult
to distinguish between individuals. A key implica-
tion of blurring is that perceptions of diversity may
not correspond to objective measures of diversity as
closely as was once thought (Pfeffer 1983) and that,
accordingly, perceived diversity may exert a greater
influence on group processes and outcomes than
does a group’s objective diversity (Shemla et al. 2016).

To understandwhich group contexts aremost influ-
enced either positively or negatively by the collec-
tivistic blurring of a group’s diversity, we build upon
Bell’s (2007) suggestion to examine the intersection
between tasks—whether they aremore conjunctive or
disjunctive (Steiner 1972, LePine et al. 1997)—and
diversity type—in which we differentiate between
relations- and task-oriented diversity (Jackson et al.
1995). Specifically, we propose that, to be successful
on conjunctive group tasks (tasks on which all members
of the group must complete the task and the group
cannot proceed to the next task until each member has
done so; Frank and Anderson 1971), groups depend
upon a strong sense of solidarity amongmembers (Miller
and Komorita 1995, Goncalo et al. 2010). In such set-
tings, cohesion is essential, andperceiving relations-based
differences among group members (such as national
differences, which are typically less task-relevant)may

particularly impede the solidarity needed to perform
well (Williams and O’Reilly 1998). Thus, groups
working on conjunctive tasks with a high level of
objective relations-based diversity may benefit the most
from a collectivistic norm, which reduces perceptions of
relations-based diversity and enables group solidarity.
In contrast, we propose that group tasks that are

disjunctive in nature (in which performance is a
function of the most competent members of the group
and in which, therefore, individuation and expertise
identification are critical) are most helped by main-
taining salient differences among group members,
particularly those related to task-oriented diversity,
or the distribution of attributes that are relevant to a
group’s work, such as expertness (Bunderson and
Sutcliffe 2002). Thus, groups working on disjunc-
tive tasks with a high level of objective task-based
diversity may be the most harmed by a collectivistic
norm,which reduces perceptions of task-based diversity
and, thereby, blocks a group’s ability to identifymembers’
expertness levels (Littlepage 1991).
We conducted two studies to test our theoretical

model. Using an archival study ofHimalayanmountain-
climbing expeditions, we demonstrate that collectiv-
ism benefits group performance on a conjunctive task
(summiting a mountain as discussed by Steiner 1972)
and harms group performance on a disjunctive task
(recognizing differences in members’ expertness to
preserve climber safety). We chose the Himalayan
expedition context because the different subtasks
incorporated within it include both conjunctive group
tasks, which require cohesion and prosocial helping, as
well as disjunctive tasks, which necessitate complex
problem solving. Additionally, the outcomes in this
setting are objective and immensely consequential,
which is often not the case for empirical tests of group
processes (Van Dijk et al. 2012). In our second study, a
controlled laboratory experiment with 366 three-person
groups, we investigate the mechanism explaining our
effects in Study 1 and, in a causal test of our model,
show that collectivism causes members to blur their
perceptions of all forms of group diversity, explaining
how the norm operates to benefit or harm group per-
formance.Across both studies,we showthat collectivism
benefits group conjunctive task performance in groups
with high objective levels of nationality diversity and
harms group disjunctive task performance in groups
with high objective levels of expertness diversity.
We offer three contributions in this paper. First, we

address the ongoing debate about the effectiveness of
a collectivistic orientation for group outcomes (Goncalo
and Staw 2006).We show that the contradictory effects
of collectivism on group performance can be reconciled
by considering both group composition (the levels of
relations- and task-oriented diversity) and the type
of task (whether group performance is dependent on
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group cohesion [conjunctive tasks] or on individual
differentiation [disjunctive tasks]). Second, we offer in-
sight into the primarymechanism bywhich collectivism
benefits performance on conjunctive tasks and harms
performance on disjunctive tasks by blurring members’
perceptions of the group’s diversity. Identifying the
keymechanismbywhich collectivismoperates ingroups
provides insight into the circumstances in which col-
lectivism is likely to help or harm group performance.
Third, we extend the growing literature on perceptions
of diversity (Homan et al. 2010, Shemla et al. 2016,
Phillips et al. 2018) by pinpointing both when objective
diversity is perceived in groups and when such per-
ceptions of diversity help or hurt group performance.

Collectivism in Groups
Scholars have defined collectivism in various ways
(Chen et al. 1998), but its core element is “that [col-
lectivistic] groups bind and mutually obligate in-
dividuals” (Oyserman et al. 2002, p. 5). Collectivism
transcends levels of analysis and is relevant to in-
dividuals (Markus and Kitayama 1991), organiza-
tions (Hofstede 2001), and nations (Shteynberg et al.
2009). The primary difference between a collectivistic
and an individualistic orientation is the extent to
which people consider themselves to be defined by
the group—that is, interdependent or independent
(Morris and Peng 1994).

The question of whether collectivism benefits groups
continues to animate and challenge organizational
scholars. On the one hand, research has suggested
that stronger collectivistic norms should enhance group
performance because members value one another more
(Lee and Ward 1998, Gomez et al. 2000), work harder
together than alone (Earley 1989, 1993), help each
other (Flynn et al. 2001), identify more with the group
(Chatman et al. 1998), and prioritize group goals
(Yamaguchi 1994, Triandis 1995). These positive con-
tributions to group relationships and efforts can trans-
late into higher levels of group performance (Jackson
et al. 2006). Other research, however, has raised the
possibility that collectivism may actually harm groups
by causing them to prioritize social relationships above
task performance and achievement (Redding 1993, Kim
et al. 1994) and suppressing minority viewpoints and
unique information, which impairs decision-making
quality and creativity (Phillips et al. 2004).

Reconciling these contradictory findings requires
identifying the underlying mechanism by which col-
lectivismaffects groupoutcomes. Byunderstandinghow
collectivism influences groups, we can gainmore precise
insight into the contexts in which collectivism is likely to
have more positive or negative effects on groups. We
propose that the key mechanism by which collectivism
influences groups is by causing people to perceive a

group as lessdiverse than it is,whichmayhelp the group
in certain contexts and hurt it in others.

Collectivism and Perceived Group Diversity
Collectivism at the task-group level is best under-
stood as a social norm (Jetten et al. 2002) or a widely
held belief regarding the appropriateness of behaviors,
such as a concern for maintaining harmony and com-
mitment to shared goals within the group (Cialdini
et al. 1990). People follow social norms closely to verify
that their behavior and beliefs are appropriately aligned
with relevant groups’ expectations (Fu et al. 2007). Thus,
greater exposure to the norm to be collectivistic should
orient group members toward shared goals and pre-
dispose them to work toward the group’s collective
interests (Marcus and Le 2013). Such factors can lead
members to see the group as a viable social category
with which to identify (Ashforth and Mael 1989) and,
correspondingly, to begin to focus less on each other’s
individuating attributes and more on their shared sim-
ilarities. Such tendencies toward depersonalization
(Turner 1982) lead members to see themselves as rela-
tively interchangeable exemplars of the group.
To understand how collectivism depersonalizes

members and influences groups, we draw on theories
of group diversity (Van Knippenberg et al. 2004, Joshi
and Roh 2009). Researchers have been keenly in-
terested in group diversity for more than 60 years, but
the relationship between objective diversity and group
performance remains decidedly ambiguous with mul-
tiplemeta-analyses and reviews finding no or only small
and often inconsistent direct effects (Williams and
O’Reilly 1998, Mannix and Neale 2005). To address
these mixed findings, scholars initially attempted to
distinguish between different forms of diversity. For
example, Jackson et al. (1995) distinguishes between
relations-oriented diversity and task-oriented diversity.
Relations-oriented diversity, which includes differences
in nationality or gender, is relevant to how interpersonal
relationships evolve within a work group. When these
attributes are salient, people in stereotyped categories,
such as sex and race, are perceived as less effective and
prevented frommaking contributions regardless of their
actual qualifications (Fiske and Markus 2012). Such
biases and categorizations can harm social cohesion
(Jehn et al. 1999), hindering overall group performance
(Hornsey and Hogg 2000). In contrast, task-oriented
diversity, such as differences in tenure and functional
background (van der Vegt et al. 2005), reflects the
distribution of attributes that are relevant to a group’s
work. These attributes constitute a group’s cognitive
resource base and can be associated with elaboration-
based processes, such as information exchange, infor-
mation processing, gaining feedback, and integrating
information (Joshi and Roh 2009). Some research shows
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that these differences in education, tenure, and func-
tion increase group performance (Jehn et al. 1999) and
group creativity (Bell et al. 2011). Critically, however,
meta-analyses on the effects of objective diversity on
group performance have failed tofind robust differences
between relations- and task-oriented diversity (Horwitz
and Horwitz 2007, Van Dijk et al. 2012).

Recent research suggests that the lack of a consis-
tent relationship between objective diversity and group
performance may be because diversity is not always
perceived in groups (Shemla et al. 2016). Scholars have
long observed that objective differences are not al-
ways recognized by group members (Zellmer-Bruhn
et al. 2008) and do not necessarily reflect differences
in perspectives or informational resources (Lawrence
1997). Indeed, the most prominent theories of how
diversity influences groups are predicated on mem-
bers’ acknowledging differences as an antecedent of
group processes, such as information elaboration (Van
Knippenberg et al. 2004) and conflict (Allport 1954).
Despite the evidence for the decoupling between ob-
jective and perceived diversity, diversity research has
predominantly relied on black-box perspectives, which
account only for the actuarial presence of diversity and
has failed to find consistent links to group processes and
performance (Shemla andMeyer 2012). Therefore, it is
increasingly apparent that, to reconcile and advance di-
versity theory, researchers need to understand when and
how objective diversity is perceived in groups (Van Dijk
et al. 2012).

Emerging work on perceptions of group diversity
builds on social identity theory, which suggests that
group members make automatic judgments about the
objective level of diversity in their group (Phillips et al.
2018). Initial research suggests that a focus on per-
ceived group diversity may yield more robust theories
and consonant findings than have approaches based on
objectivemeasures of diversity (Shemla et al. 2016). For
example, objective demographic fault lines harmed
group outcomeswhen group diversity perceptionswere
high but not when they were low (Jehn and Bezrukova
2010, Homan and Greer 2013). Although this line of
work is encouraging, one of the key challenges is that
perceptions of group diversity are not always accu-
rate and may have little to do with objective levels of
group diversity. Other aspects of group composition
(Daniels et al. 2017) as well as the normative context
(Chatman et al. 1998) can influence how accurately
members perceive their group’s objective diversity. If
perceptions of diversity can determine group out-
comes more reliably than objective measures, the lack
of a theoretical framework to understand how group
norms and objective diversity levels interact to pre-
dict perceived group diversity (and, thereby, group
outcomes) is problematic.

We develop a theory to understand how group norms
can alter perceptions of diversity in groups and how the
relationship between group norms and group compo-
sition influences group performance. We draw on social
identity theory to advance the argument that, by en-
couraging a focus on group commonalities and raising
the salience of a view of members as interchangeable
exemplars of the group, collectivism causes members of
diverse groups to be less able to attend to relevant dis-
tinctions among them (Leonardelli et al. 2010). This
implies that the norm to be collectivistic can reduce or
blur the perception of all forms of diversity in objec-
tively diverse groups. When members of a group differ
in relations-oriented attributes, collectivism can reduce
perceived relations-oriented diversity and its associated
social categorizations, biases, and relational conflicts
(Pelled et al. 1999). But, ingroupswhosemembersdiffer
on task-oriented attributes, collectivism also reduces
perceived task-oriented group diversity, making it
harder for groups to capitalize on unique and essential
information for accomplishing theirwork.We, therefore,
suggest that collectivism leads members to blur attri-
butes on which members differ, even when those dif-
ferences are important for task success, and that this can
explain when collectivism will help or hurt group per-
formance. In sum, we extend emerging research on
perceived diversity by offering an explicit theory and
empirical test. We define perceived diversity as the
blurring of differences among members and examine
both how it is influencedby the levels of collectivism and
objective diversity in groups as well as how it affects
group outcomes depending on the type of task onwhich
the group is working.

The Role of Task Type in Understanding How the
Collectivistic Blurring of Perceived Differences
Influences Group Performance
In understanding how collectivism causes members to
blur different forms of perceived group diversity and
how blurring, in turn, influences group performance,
we look to researchon the types of tasks onwhichgroups
are working. Researchers have shown that group tasks
vary significantly in how much and what type of in-
terdependence is needed to achieve success (Steiner
1972, McGrath et al. 1995). Steiner’s (1972) distinc-
tion between conjunctive and disjunctive tasks maps
well onto the categorization versus elaboration processes
that characterize groups that perceive themselves to
be relationally or task diverse (Van Knippenberg
et al. 2004). Steiner (1972) proposed a comprehen-
sive theory of group productivity to explain why
groups may not realize their performance potential by
focusing on the structure of the task that a group
undertakes.
Steiner (1972) identified tasks as conjunctive or dis-

junctive. In working on conjunctive tasks, the group’s
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performance is primarily a function of its weakest
contributor (Weber and Hertel 2007). In contrast,
when working on disjunctive tasks, the contribution
of one member can effectively represent the contri-
bution of the group as a whole (Kerr and Bruun 1983).
We focus on conjunctive and disjunctive tasks be-
cause they offer clearly contrasting forms of group
interdependence, and they illuminate the potentially
opposing effects that perceptions of relations- and
task-oriented diversity can activate in groups.

Conjunctive tasks require groups to interact to ensure
that all members accomplish group goals as group
performance is determined by the worst-performing
members, who can prevent the entire group from com-
pleting the group task (Steiner 1972). As such, con-
junctive task performance may be particularly derailed
by perceived relational differences in groups, which
threaten to undermine the group focus, cohesion, and
solidarity (Jehn et al. 1999) that motivates members to
assist, improve, and bring along the weakest per-
formers (Miller and Komorita 1995). Accomplishing
disjunctive tasks, in contrast, requires that the most
expert members have a greater say in the group’s
approach as group performance is determined by the
best-performing group member (Littlepage 1991). A
solution is derived by the member(s) with the most
expertness, and that solution is adopted for the whole
group. As such, groups in which members perceive
task-oriented differences that promote the individ-
uation and information elaboration needed to iden-
tify expert members and give them greater influence
in group decisions may perform better on disjunctive
tasks (Van Knippenberg et al. 2004). Therefore, we
suggest that the collectivism norm can improve
group performance on conjunctive tasks by reducing
members’ perception of the group’s relations-oriented
diversity but that it can also harm group performance
on disjunctive tasks by reducing members’ percep-
tion of the group’s task-oriented diversity.

Collectivism Improves Conjunctive Task Performance
in Objectively Relationally Diverse Groups. We first
propose that emphasizing the collectivism norm
will improve conjunctive task performance but only in
groups that have high, but not low, objective relations-
oriented diversity. We focus here on objective national
diversity, a specific and common relations-oriented di-
versity attribute. Nationality is a fundamental aspect of
a person’s identity because it is in force from birth;
is readily detectable; and influences how people in-
teract, share information, and define and solve
problems (Gibson and Gibbs 2006). Cultural identity
groups share certain worldviews, sociocultural her-
itages, norms, and values (Pieterse et al. 2013). As such,
the perception of different nationalities within task
groups can be disruptive. When national differences

are actively perceived, members are sensitized to dif-
ferences in eye contact, punctuality, physiological re-
actions to emotional stimuli, and conversational style,
and disagreements about the appropriateness of these
behaviors can produce affective conflict and reduce
group performance (De Dreu and Weingart 2003).
We suggest that, in objectively nationally diverse

work groups, collectivism reduces the perception
of national diversity and, thereby, improves group
performance on conjunctive tasks. For tasks requir-
ing a conjunctive orientation, a significant risk is
not establishing the cohesion and group motivation
needed to ensure that all members are successful
and can advance to accomplish the group’s goals
(Weber and Hertel 2007). Collectivism can be critical
for groups with high objective national diversity by
blurring the perceptual categories associated with
national diversity—perceptual categories that are
most likely to stand in the way of the needed group
cohesion. This is because collectivism can help groups
by redirecting perceptual attention from individual
social category differences and toward shared common
group attributes, which can boost shared norm
adherence, cooperation, commitment, group cohe-
sion, and identification with superordinate goals
(Gong 2006) as well as reduce conflict (De Dreu and
Weingart 2003). By focusing on commonalities rather
than relations-oriented differences, collectivism can
help groups to avoid biases associated with outgroup
perceptions (Hinsz et al. 1997) and enhance group
performance on conjunctive tasks by elevating all
members’ productivity (Ellemers et al. 2004). Con-
sistent with this, Ilies et al. (2007) found that groups
characterized by greater collectivism formed more
internal affective linkages. Thus, when collectivism
mutes the disruptive effects of relations-oriented
diversity, collectivism also enables groups to en-
gage in behaviors that are relevant to accomplishing
conjunctive tasks by making salient members’ in-
terchangeability, shared interests, and what they can
accomplish together (Gaertner et al. 2000, Hornsey
and Hogg 2000). For example, members may focus
on expanding and sharing resources without dis-
tinguishing between members’ relations-oriented at-
tributes to increase group success (Galinsky et al.
2005), or in terms of an example that Steiner (1972)
highlights as the prototype of a conjunctive task,more
mountain climbers in an expedition may summit
the mountain when national diversity is blurred by
collectivism.
This is how blurring relational differences in col-

lectivistic, objectively relational diverse groups can
foster higher levels of cohesion and solidarity as
compared with either homogeneous groups with low
orhigh levelsof collectivismornationallydiversegroups
with low levels of collectivism (Chatman et al. 1998).
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This occurs because of a potential contrast effect
(Gibson and Gibbs 2006); although stronger collec-
tivism norms are expected to mute (but not com-
pletely obscure) objective differences in members’
national affiliations, there is likely to be at least some
awareness of these differences (Goncalo et al. 2015).
The cohesion and solidarity that may exist among
members despite their relational differences may
register as positive surprise. This contrast effect be-
tween what is and what should be may amplify the
positive benefits of group cohesion on task perfor-
mance. In homogenous teams, cohesion is less sur-
prising, anda contrast effect is less likely toemerge.Thus,
cohesion in these teamsdoes not drive task performance.
And, in objectively diverse groups that perceive their
national differences, conflict is more likely than co-
hesion (Shemla et al. 2016). Research supporting these
notions has shown that not only are diverse and
collectivistic groups more cooperative (Flynn et al.
2001), but also that they perform better than do groups
that are less diverse and individualistically oriented
(Chatman et al. 1998, Goncalo and Staw 2006).

Collectivism Harms Disjunctive Task Performance in
Objectively Task-Diverse Groups. In contrast to the
positive impact that the collectivistic blurring of
perceived relations-oriented diversity has on con-
junctive task performance, we propose that collec-
tivism will harm disjunctive task performance in
groups characterized by more (but not less) objective
task diversity. We focus on objective expertness di-
versity, which reflects the degree to which mem-
bers have different levels of task-relevant knowledge
(Bunderson and Sutcliffe 2002) and is distinct from
the type of expertise (similar to functional differences)
(van der Vegt et al. 2006). The perception of objec-
tive expertness diversity is particularly relevant
as disjunctive task performance is determined by
identifying the single best solution on behalf of the
entire group (Steiner 1972). Identifying and choosing
a single solution to a complex problem on behalf of a
group necessitates an expertness hierarchy within the
group, which often includes a heuristic for weighting
information and identifying who should make the final
decision on behalf of the group (Keltner et al. 2008).

We predict that collectivism will harm disjunctive
task performance in groups with more objective ex-
pertness diversity by blurring this potentially valuable
form of diversity. By blurring the perception of dif-
ferences that are relevant to accomplishing disjunctive
tasks, collectivism diminishes the elaboration capac-
ity of objective expertness diversity (Gardner 2012).
Although havingmembers withmore expertness on a
complex task provides a way to prioritize informa-
tion (Greer et al. 2018), benefiting from expertness

diversity depends on a group’s ability to recognize,
incorporate, and weight it accurately (Pieterse et al.
2013). According to the categorization–elaboration
model, one of the key antecedents of knowledge
elaboration is the belief that other groupmembers are
sources of novel and useful information and per-
spectives (VanKnippenberg et al. 2004). Demography
research in the information/decision-making tradi-
tion also suggests that perceiving task-oriented di-
versity, such as expertness, enables groups to air
and parse conflicting viewpoints, thereby improving
their performance (De Dreu and West 2001). Thus,
collectivism is likely to hurt disjunctive task perfor-
mance by blurring the perceived task-oriented di-
versity needed to foster the dissent and task conflict
required to surface relevant information (Thompson
et al. 1996) andweight member’s perspectives according
to their task knowledge (Molden and Higgins 2005,
Wang and Lee 2006). This appears inconsistent with
research supporting the benefits of collectivism on
group performance (Bell 2007), but it is consistent
with the idea that success on creative, complex tasks
requires the group to identify divergent knowledge
and capitalize upon it—precisely the kind of activity
that blurring obstructs by precluding members from
surfacing the unique information that other members
actually possess (Phillips et al. 2004).
The blurring of such task differences in groups that are

collectivistic and diverse in terms of objective expertness
can thereby result in lower levels of information elabo-
ration and expertness identification than is seen in either
homogeneous groups (with low or high levels of col-
lectivism) or objectively expertness-diverse groups with
low levels of collectivism and that do perceive their
differences. This occurs because, although stronger col-
lectivism norms are expected to mute (and not com-
pletely obscure) objective differences in members’
expertness, there is still likely to be at least some
awareness of these differences. Because expertness is a
source of respect and status in groups (e.g., Bunderson
and Sutcliffe 2002), members may want even small
differences to be acknowledged. Yet this may be less
likely to happen in such groups. Rather, perceptions
of similarity may lead members to treat each other’s
contributions equally and reduce their willingness to
put forth persistent and intense effort toward the task
(Lawler 2005), undermining group performance on
disjunctive tasks. In contrast, among objectively di-
verse groups that adopt an individualistic norm,
members are most likely to focus on genuine differ-
ences in their expertness levels, making it easier to
identify important knowledge and improve group
decisions, therebyproviding the information elaboration
and expertness identification needed for disjunctive
task performance. For example, Goncalo and Staw (2006)
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showed that individualistic norms are more benefi-
cial than collectivist norms for tasks requiring a focus
on what makes members unique. And, in objectively
homogeneous teams, the level of expertness is com-
parable, and so members are likely to treat each other’s
contributions relatively equally regardless of the pres-
ence or absence of a collectivism norm. Therefore, we
propose that collectivism harms disjunctive task per-
formance when groups are more (but not less) task
diverse by causing members to blur or perceive less
group diversity.

Model Overview
Our theory explains how collectivism indiscriminately
causes group members to blur their own diversity and
identifies the task settings in which this blurring of
diversity perceptions will help or hurt group perfor-
mance. Specifically, we argue that collectivism will
help performance inmore objectively relations-diverse
groups on conjunctive tasks by blurring the percep-
tion of relations-oriented group diversity, and it will
hurt the performance of more objectively task-diverse
groups on disjunctive tasks by blurring the perception
of task-oriented group diversity.

Hypothesis 1A. The relationship between collectivism and
group conjunctive task performance is moderated by ob-
jective relations-oriented group diversity (the group’s na-
tional diversity), such that collectivism is positively related
to the group’s conjunctive task performance when ob-
jective group relations-oriented diversity is high and is
unrelated when objective group relations-oriented diversity
is low.

Hypothesis 1B. The relationship between collectivism and
group disjunctive task performance is moderated by objective
task-oriented group diversity (the group’s expertness di-
versity), such that collectivism is negatively related to the
group’s disjunctive task performance when objective group
task-oriented diversity is high and is unrelated when ob-
jective group task-oriented diversity is low.

Hypothesis 2. Perceived group diversity will mediate be-
tween the collectivistic norm and performance in objectively
diverse groups, such that collectivism will reduce the per-
ception of diversity in objectively diverse groups, and per-
ceived group diversity will drive the impact of collectivism
on group performance. Specifically, perceived group di-
versity will mediate the relationship between collectivism and
(A) group conjunctive task performance in groups with high
(but not low) objective relations-oriented diversity, and
(B) group disjunctive task performance in groups with
high (but not low) task-oriented diversity.

Overview of Studies
We conducted two studies to test our hypotheses.
In Study 1, we examined an archival data set of

Himalayan mountain-climbing expeditions to test
Hypotheses 1A and 1B. We show that collectivism
boosts conjunctive task performance in nationally
diverse groups but reduces disjunctive task perfor-
mance in expertness-diverse groups. Then, in Study 2,
we test Hypothesis 2 by conducting a group experi-
ment identifying blurring as the mechanism that
mediates between collectivism and perceived group
diversity and explains how collectivism can both help
and hurt group performance outcomes.

Study 1 Method
Data and Sample
The Himalayan mountain range—which stretches
across Pakistan, India, Nepal, Tibet, and China—is
home to the world’s most imposing peaks, includ-
ing Mt. Everest, the tallest mountain on Earth. This
unparalleled concentration of climbing challenges
makes the Himalayas the most sought-after desti-
nation for accomplished mountaineers. We used the
Himalayan database (Salisbury and Hawley 2004),
which contains the detailed expedition records of
Elizabeth Hawley, who, since 1963, has served as the
unrivalled chronicler of Himalayan expeditions (Jolly
2010). Hawley has interviewed climbers from nearly
all expeditions during the last half century (Salisbury
and Hawley 2004). The Himalayan database contains
comprehensive information on 59,975 climbers who
attempted Himalayan ascents in 8,184 expeditions
between 1950 and 2013. We excluded several types
of expeditions and climbers that did not fit with our
study design, such as solo and two-climber ascents.
Our final sample consisted of 38,818 climbers in 5,214
expeditions.1

Dependent Variables
Conjunctive Task Performance: Summiting Success.
Summiting the targeted peak is a critical perfor-
mance outcome in mountain-climbing groups; it is
the central accomplishment, the ultimate desired end
state, and the very basis for the expedition’s formation.
Consistent with Steiner’s (1972) typology of group
tasks, summiting is a conjunctive task, which he
defined as those in which “each member of a group is
required to perform essentially the same function, and
everyone’s success is determined by the effectiveness
with which the least proficient member operates”
(p. 17). Steiner (1972) cited mountain climbing as the
best example of a conjunctive task because of the
extent to which the group’s overall performance is
constrained by the limitations of its weakest member.
For example, reaching the summit of a target peak
can require capitalizing on a temporary break in the
weather, and delays incurred because of a lagging
climber can reduce the likelihood of each climber
making it to the summit (Krakauer 1997). In this
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context, developing a level of group solidarity that
motivates climbers to stick together and encourage one
another to persist can significantly influence summiting
success. As Connally (2004, p. 13), states, “little time is
saved by letting groups spread out, because slow
hikers get even slower, and there’s always the danger
of serious time loss if a party member goes missing.”
We constructed a group-level, continuous measure
of summiting success by calculating the proportion of
climbers in each group who reached the summit of
their target mountain (x = 0.32, SD = 0.35)

Disjunctive TaskPerformance: ClimberSafety. Climber
safety is another critical outcome for mountain-
climbing groups and requires that they vigilantly
detect and assess impending weather conditions,
choose the safest route, and constantly recalibrate
risk. To do this, groups must surface and accurately
weigh the expertness that is available within the
group regarding its approach, particularly with re-
spect to route selection, during each phase of the
climb. As one mountain-climbing textbook (Connally
2004, p. 15) describes it,

Routefinding maymean choosing from among several
options for attaining your objective—a snowfield, a
scree slope, or a pitch of technical rock; whether to
climb a gully or a ridge; whether to follow a trail or go
cross-country. The best route may depend on the
season and weather, the condition of your party, the
amount of daylight available, the equipment you’re
carrying, and the consequences of misjudgment.

Connally (2004, p. 342) stresses the importance of
expertness to this process:

Group decisions can easily be inferior to decision
making by individuals, particularly in the face of uncer-
tainty and ambiguity. Decisions taken often have
more to do with relationships within the group than
with objective facts or accurate appraisal of conse-
quences . . . you’ll want to learn from others who’ve
analyzed the particular hazard and thoughtfully evalu-
ated their personal close calls.

According to Steiner’s (1972, p. 17) model of group
task types, climber safety is a disjunctive task:

The success of the group will depend upon which
member’s performance is selected to represent the
group effort. . . . One member (or perhaps two or
three members who have supplied the same outcome)
is given total weight, and others are accorded none.

We operationalized climber safety as the avoidance
of climber deaths during an expedition. We created a
binary variable, assigning a one when no climbers
died during an expedition and a zero when at least
one climber died during an expedition. Consistent
with our focus on the group as the unit of analysis, the
occurrence of a climber death is both a tragedy and

an unmistakable indicator of an expedition’s fail-
ure to maintain climber safety. Fortunately, the vast
majority of expeditions avoided experiencing a climber
death (x = 0.93, SD = 0.25).
To verify the degree to which summiting repre-

sented a more conjunctive group outcome and safety
represented a more disjunctive group outcome, we
recruited 157 participants on Survey Monkey to en-
gage in a within-subject experiment. In this experi-
ment, we asked them to rate the degree to which they
viewed descriptions of these two tasks as being more
conjunctive (performance determined by the worst-
performing group member) or more disjunctive (per-
formance determined by the best-performing group
member). We presented participants with the same
definitions of conjunctive and disjunctive tasks as we
use here and then asked them to rate both climber
safety and summiting in terms of the degree to which
they were either conjunctive or disjunctive on a scale
of one to seven (seven indicating high agreement). As
predicted, a repeated-measures analysis showed that
summitingwas seen as significantlymore conjunctive
(x = 4.96, SD = 1.76) compared with safety (x = 3.50,
SD = 1.88, F[1, 156] = 35.52, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.20), and
safety was seen as significantly more disjunctive (x =
4.82, SD = 1.73) compared with summiting (x = 3.82,
SD = 1.98, F[1, 156] = 19.92, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.11).

Independent Variables
Norm to Be Collectivistic. We measured the extent
to which each expedition is characterized as orient-
ing members to a collectivistic norm with Hofstede’s
Individualism–CollectivismIndex (https://www.hofstede
-insights.com/product/compare-countries/; see also
Hofstede 2001). The index includes scores for 102 coun-
tries on a 100-point scale that ranges from 6 (Guatemala)
to 91 (United States) with higher numbers representing
lower collectivism. Hofstede based the index on surveys
of IBM employees in 64 countries and then refined
it through research on different work populations
(Hofstede and Spangenberg 1987). Accordingly, we
matched each expedition member’s country of citi-
zenship to that country’s score on Hofstede’s index.2

This methodological approach has considerable pre-
cedent (Kalmijn and van Tubergen 2010, Chua et al.
2015), including being used with Himalayan data
specifically (Anicich et al. 2015). Our final sample
included climbers from 80 countries with the largest
number of climbers (4,824) hailing from Japan while a
single climber represented Bhutan, Morocco, Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Tanzania, and
Uruguay, respectively. We derived a continuous mea-
sure of collectivism for each expedition by averaging
the climbers’ individualism scores. We then used
the REVRS module in STATA to reverse these values
so that higher numbers reflect greater collectivism.
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Next, we rescaled these values from zero to one by
dividing each expedition’s collectivism score by 100
(x = 0.30, SD = 0.21) to ensure comparability with our
measure of relations-oriented diversity, described as
follows. Finally, we mean-centered this variable in all
analyses.

Objective Relations-based Diversity. Objective national
diversity is the extent to which each expedition included
members from different nations. We used Blau’s (1977)
index of heterogeneity, which measures the sum of
squares of the proportion of expedition members from
each nation: 1 −∑N

i�1 s2i , where si is i’s share of na-
tionality in the group and N is the number of na-
tionality categories. For example, an expedition with
three climbers fromArgentina and one fromNorway
would have a national diversity score of 0.38. The
mean national diversity score across expeditions
was 0.17 (SD = 0.25), which we mean-centered in all
analyses.

Objective Task-based Diversity. We measured objec-
tive task-based diversity by focusing on objective ex-
pertness diversity in the teams. We created a variable
measuring dispersion in climbers’ objective expert-
ness in the Himalayan region within each expedition,
which is relevant given the uniquely challenging
conditions. We measured individual expertness as the
number of times a climber appears in the Himalayan
database prior to each focal climb (x = 1.32, SD = 3.41).
Sixty-one percent of ascents were attempted by a
climber with no previous climbs in the region, 25% by
a climber with one or two previous climbs in the
region, and the remaining 14% were attempted by a
climber with three or more previous climbs in the
region. Ten percent of the climbers in our sample had
more than three prior climbs, and less than 3% had
10 climbs or more.3 We used these data to construct,
for each expedition, the coefficient of variation to
reflect the dispersion in individual climber expert-
ness within the team (x = 1.31, SD = 0.93); this is
our measure of objective team expertness diversity.
The coefficient of variation is the standard deviation
of climber expertness divided by the mean of climber
expertness in the expedition.4

Control Variables
Climber Attributes Within Expeditions. We averaged
climbers’ agewithin expeditions (x= 36.93 years, SD=
10.03 years) to create an expedition-level age control
variable (x = 37.16, SD = 7.14) because being partic-
ularly young or oldmay diminish a climber’s physical
ability to reach the summit (Huey et al. 2007). We also
created a control variable for the proportion of female
climbers in an expedition (x= 0.10, SD= 0.15). Because
group size could influence both group interactions

and outcomes (Staats et al. 2012) and given the danger
of bottlenecks on the route in which slower climbers
block key passages for subsequent climbers, we also
controlled for the number of climbers in each expe-
dition. The average size of expeditions in our sample
was 7.45 climbers (SD = 4.81). We controlled for the
team’s mean expertness in the Himalayan region by
constructing a ratio of climbers within an expedition
who had attempted at least one prior climbdivided by
the total number of climbers in the group (x = 0.41, SD =
0.32). Following relational demography research,
this measure—team mean expertness—controls for
“simple” expertness—that is, the presence of more or
less expert members within an expedition (Tsui et al.
1992). In contrast, our independent variable per-
taining to expertness, described previously, measures
the dispersion of a group’s expertness net of how ex-
pert the members are overall (that is, the independent
variable team expertness diversity).5

Climber Support. Using oxygen increases a climber’s
probability of summiting. Oxygen ratio represents the
proportion of bottled oxygen users to total climbers in
each group (x = 0.14, SD = 0.29). Support personnel
are paid for various essential duties, such as breaking
trail, fixing rope ahead of the climbers, and trans-
porting supplies. A higher ratio of support personnel
to climbers is likely to improve expedition success.
Support ratio represents the ratio of high-altitude
porters and Sherpas to total climbers in each expe-
dition (x = 0.22, SD = 0.31).

Mountain and Weather Conditions. We included year
and mountain dummy variables (fixed effects) to
address unobserved heterogeneity between expedi-
tions because different mountains and the condi-
tions in different years present varying challenges for
climbers (Wooldridge 2010). Thus, our models ana-
lyze differences in outcomes only between expedi-
tions that ascended the same mountain in the same
year, making expeditions more comparable and less
subject to selection and history effects.

Type of Expedition. Expeditions are either commer-
cial and formed in an ad hoc manner or non-
commercial, usually emerging from preexisting ties
between prominent climbers (Krakauer 1997). In our
sample, 1,034 expeditions (20%) were commercial
and 4,180 (80%) were noncommercial. We created a
control variable and coded commercial expeditions as
one and noncommercial expeditions as zero (x = 0.20,
SD = 0.40).

Study 1: Results
Means, standard deviations, and correlations among
Study 1 variables are presented in Table 1.
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Collectivism Improves Conjunctive Task
Performance in Groups with High Objective
Relational Diversity
Model 1 in Table 2 shows the base equation estimat-
ing an expedition’s summiting ratio—our measure of
conjunctive task performance. The control variables
simple expertness, oxygen ratio, and support ratio were
positively associated with summiting, and older
climbers were less likely to reach the summit. Model 2
introduces our independent variables and shows that
collectivism was positively associated with conjunc-
tive task performance (β = 0.089, p < 0.01). Model 3
adds the predicted interaction in Hypothesis 1A be-
tween collectivism and objective national diversity
on conjunctive task performance, which was positive
and significant (β = 0.376, p = 0.01). Figure 1(a) dis-
plays the form of the interaction. As predicted, col-
lectivism increases conjunctive task performance
when objective national diversity is high (β = 0.214, p <
0.05) and has no effect on conjunctive task perfor-
mance when objective national diversity is low (β =
0.010, not significant (n.s.)), supporting Hypothesis 1A.

Collectivism Harms Disjunctive Task Performance
in Groups with High Objective Task Diversity
Model 4 in Table 2 shows the base equation estimat-
ing an expedition’s safety or probability of avoiding

climber death—our measure of disjunctive task per-
formance. Model 5 introduces our independent var-
iables and shows that collectivistic groups performed
worse on the disjunctive task (β = −0.050, p = 0.01).
Model 6 adds the predicted interaction (Hypothesis 1B)
between expertness diversity and collectivism, which
is negative and significant (β = −0.041, p = 0.03).
Figure 1(b) displays the form of the interaction. As
expertness diversity increases, expeditions that are
more collectivistic perform worse on the disjunctive
task (β = −0.017, p < 0.01), and there is no relationship
when objective expertness diversity is low (β=−0.001,
n.s.), supporting Hypothesis 1B.

Study 1 Discussion
We show that past contradictory accounts of the ef-
fects of collectivism on group performance can be
understood by considering the objective forms of
diversity present in the group and the group task
type. Collectivism boosts summiting, a conjunc-
tive task, when objective group national diversity
is higher, and it reduces safety (increases climber
death), a disjunctive task, when objective group ex-
pertness diversity is higher. We see from Figure 1, (a)
and (b), that collectivism only operates in the context
of diverse groups to significantly boost summiting
(a conjunctive task) and reduce safety (a disjunctive task)

Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Key Variables: Study 1

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Average age —
2. Proportion female 0.14** —
3. Group size −0.04** 0.00__ —
4. Team mean

expertness
0.19** −0.03* −0.09** —

5. Oxygen ratio 0.14** 0.09** 0.13** 0.20** —
6. Support ratio 0.25** 0.14** −0.04** 0.10** 0.53** —
7. Commercial

expedition
0.29** 0.11** 0.18** 0.05** 0.24** 0.24** —

8. Collectivism −0.14** −0.07** 0.03* 0.02 0.03* 0.03* −0.31** —
9. Objective national

diversity
0.15** 0.09** 0.16** 0.14** 0.19** 0.13** 0.47** −0.31** —

10. Objective
expertness
diversity

0.10** 0.06** 0.34** −0.09** 0.04** 0.00 0.23** 0.16** −0.06** —

11. Collectivism ×

objective national
diversity

0.02 0.03 −0.06** −0.06** −0.18** −0.16** −0.21** −0.33** −0.08** −0.24** —

12. Collectivism ×

objective
expertness
diversity

−0.05** 0.00 0.03* −0.03 −0.04* −0.05** −0.13** −0.07** 0.05** −0.01 0.12** —

13. Summit ratio 0.07 0.08** −0.03** 0.10** 0.31** 0.27** 0.17** 0.10** −0.01 0.00 −0.06** −0.04** —
14. Climber safety 0.08** 0.06** −0.12** 0.02 0.00 0.04** 0.05** 0.02 −0.05** −0.07** 0.01 −0.04** 0.09** —
Mean 37.16 0.10 7.45 0.41 0.14 0.22 0.20 0.30 0.17 1.31 −1.60 −1.15 0.32 0.07
Standard deviation 7.14 0.15 4.81 0.32 0.29 0.31 0.40 0.21 0.25 0.93 4.30 19.66 0.35 0.25

Note. n = 5,214 expeditions.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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and has no effects in less diverse groups aswe proposed
in Hypotheses 1A and 1B. These results support our
theory suggesting that collectivism influences per-
formance when objective diversity is high but not
when objective diversity is low and offer insight into

how past mixed findings on the effects of collectivism
on group performance can be reconciled. In further
support of our model, the main effects of both col-
lectivism and objective diversity varied in signifi-
cance and direction across the models and dependent

Table 2. Estimates of National and Expertness Diversity on Summiting Success and Climber Safety: Study 1

Variables

(1)
Summiting success

(2)
Summiting success

(3)
Summiting success

(4)
Climber safety

(5)
Climber safety

(6)
Climber safety

Average age −0.006*** −0.005*** −0.005*** 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Proportion female −0.032 −0.026 −0.031 0.039* 0.037* 0.038*
(0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020)

Group size 0.001 0.001 0.001 −0.005*** −0.004*** −0.004***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Team mean expertness 0.131*** 0.126*** 0.126*** 0.013 0.011 0.011
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)

Oxygen ratio 0.501*** 0.498*** 0.501*** −0.006 −0.005 −0.007
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)

Support ratio 0.168*** 0.160*** 0.164*** 0.016 0.019 0.018
(0.018) (0.019) (0.019) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Commercial expedition 0.009 0.021 0.027** 0.013 0.009 0.005
(0.012) (0.013) (0.013) (0.008) (0.010) (0.010)

Collectivism 0.089*** 0.118*** −0.050*** −0.056***
(0.022) (0.024) (0.019) (0.020)

Objective national diversity 0.023 0.049** −0.006 −0.011
(0.020) (0.022) (0.017) (0.019)

Objective expertness diversity −0.007 −0.006 −0.010** −0.010**
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Collectivism × 0.376*** −0.053
objective national diversity (0.114) (0.095)

Collectivism × −0.007 −0.041**
objective expertness diversity (0.020) (0.019)

Observations 5,214 5,214 5,214 5,214 5,214 5,214
Adjusted R2 0.318 0.320 0.321 0.050 0.052 0.053

Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.

Figure 1. (Color online) Effects of Collectivism and Diversity on Outcomes

Notes. (a) Effects of collectivism on summiting success in nationally diverse groups: study 1. (b) Effects of collectivism on climber safety in
expertness-diverse groups: study 1.
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performance variables that we studied, which sup-
ports the idea that understanding both collectivism
and objective diversity requires considering how
collectivism moderates the impact of relations- and
task-oriented diverse groups working on conjunctive
and disjunctive tasks.

This study enables us to advance collectivism theory
by accounting for the levels of objective diversity in the
group, but our results also have implications for di-
versity research. Specifically, our results suggest that
the effects of objective diversity are dependent on the
levels of collectivism in the group and the type of task
on which the group is working. Objective nationality
diversity—when paired with collective norms that
reduce members’ perceptions of their differences in
nationality—can provide groups with the optimal
level of distinctiveness to achieve the social harmony
needed for conjunctive task performance (Hornsey
and Hogg 2000). Similarly, objective expertness
diversity—when paired with collectivistic norms
that reduce a group’s ability to recognize and use
expertness—may lead to perceived unfairness and
resentments that derail the information elaboration
needed for disjunctive task performance (Steiner 1972).
Future research could usefully test these possibilities
directly.

In Study 2, we use the laboratory setting to provide a
causal test of our model to rule out alternative expla-
nations, avoid selection effects, and, most importantly,
test the proposed mechanism by which collectivism
operates: by reducing perceived diversity.

Study 2 Method
Sample and Data
We conducted a group-level experiment in twoWest
Coast universities’ behavioral laboratories. Our de-
sign varied group norms (individualism or collec-
tivism as categorical variables) and group composition
(homogeneous (control), nationally diverse, and ex-
pertness diverse). The six conditions are outlined in
Appendix A.1.We collected data from 366 interacting
groups, each with three members or a total of 1,098
subjects. Subjects were required to be more than 18
years old, 32% were female, they averaged 23 years
old (x = 23.3, SD = 6.4), 40% were Asian, 38% were
White, 17% were Black, and 15% categorized them-
selves as “other.” Overall these were typical samples
from these universities.

Procedure
We presented subjects with a scenario in which they
were members of a group of astronauts landing on
the moon (“Moon Landing,” Hall and Watson 1970).
We manipulated subjects’ and their expeditions’
normative orientation to emphasize collectivism or
individualism more, and group members were either

from the same or different fictional countries (na-
tional diversity) and had the same or different levels
of space travel expertness (expertness diversity). The
scenario specified that the astronauts were exploring
the moon in a small spaceship, had crashed on the
surface of the moon, and had to safely find their way
to themother ship located 200miles away. Expedition
groups had to complete three tasks, which included
rank-ordering items they could carry with them on
the expedition (a control task); allocating four remaining
oxygen tanks among the three group members (a con-
junctive task); and selecting a route to the mother ship,
one of which was more direct but more dangerous,
the other of which was significantly longer but safer
(a disjunctive task).
The study included three phases: In phase 1 (20minutes),

subjects were randomly assigned to a private laptop
computer station to work individually. During this
phase, subjects were presented with the group collec-
tivism norm manipulation, information about them-
selves and their group, and the moon landing scenario.
We prepared subjects to join their groups by describing
information about the group’s demographic compo-
sition in terms of each climber’s nationality (native of
one of three fictional countries) and the number of
times they had traveled in outer space (low, medium,
or high—corresponding with zero, one, or three prior
space expeditions). During this phase, subjects were
asked to complete various tasks associated with
the norm manipulation and assessing their group’s
composition, described in more detail in the variables
section. Phase 2 (20 minutes) comprised the group
discussion in which groups of three subjects worked
on and came to a decision on the three tasks (repre-
senting a conjunctive, disjunctive, and control task)
regarding their moon landing situation in a meeting
room. In phase 3 (15 minutes), subjects returned to
their private laptop station to complete additional
survey questions pertaining to their group experi-
ence. Experimenters provided explicit instructions
and time parameters for each phase of the experi-
ment. All subjects who completed the experiment
were paid.

Independent Variables
Norm to Be Collectivistic. We manipulated both sub-
jects’ and their groups’ collectivistic orientation in
two ways. First, subjects were randomly adminis-
tered either a collectivistic or individualistic prime
(0 = individualistic [50%], 1 = collectivistic [50%]) in
phase 1 of the study. Subjects in the collectivistic
condition wrote down three groups to which they
belong andwhy it would be advantageous to blend in
with a group, and those in the individualistic con-
dition wrote three statements describing some-
thing unique about themselves and the advantages of
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standing out from other people. This procedure is
commonly used to prime collectivism and is consistent
with experimental and nonexperimental research on
these norms (Goncalo and Staw 2006). Second, the
content of the moon landing scenario was presented
differently based on subjects’ normative condition,
consistent with prior experimental manipulations of
collectivism (Chatman et al. 1998). The scenario de-
scription included an excerpt from one astronaut’s
diary, which emphasized either the collaborative or
independent nature of the astronauts’ interactions on
the trek so far (Table A.1).

We checked these manipulations in phase 3 by asking
subjects to rank 12 words that described their groups’
organizational culture from most (1) to least (12) im-
portant. Because this is the rankof collectivism in relative
importance comparedwith the other descriptorwords, a
lower rank signals that collectivist groups rated collec-
tivism as a higher-ranked value than did individualistic
groups. In support of our manipulation, participants
rated the item describing their culture as collectivistic as
higher in the collectivistic condition (x = 5.67, SD = 0.14)
than in the individualistic condition (x = 6.24, SD =
0.14, F[1, 354] = 8.37, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.01).

Objective Group Diversity. We manipulated group
diversity with three conditions—homogenous, na-
tionally diverse, and expertness diverse. To manip-
ulateobjectivenational diversity, subjectswere randomly
assigned to a moon landing expedition group that
included members from either the same or different
nations (0 = all astronauts are from the same nation,
1 = astronauts are from different nations). For all
models testing objective national diversity, objective
expertness diversity was held constant at a moderate
level for all members (homogeneous). To manipulate
objective expertness diversity, subjects were ran-
domly assigned to an expedition group that included
members who had either the same or different
numbers of prior space missions (0 = astronauts have
the same level of expertness, 1 = astronauts have
different levels of expertness). Astronauts had been
on zero, one, or two space expeditions in the past. In
homogeneous groups, all members had one prior
mission (medium). In heterogeneous groups, one
member had two prior missions (high) and two had
no prior missions (low). For all models testing ob-
jective expertness diversity, objective national di-
versitywas held constant, such that allmembers came
from the same group (homogeneous).

Dependent Variables
Our dependent variables consisted of perceived
group diversity and two tasks to assess the group’s
ability to accomplish a conjunctive and a disjunctive
task. We also used the standard moon landing ranking

task, in which members ranked the utility of items to
take on the journeyback to themother ship as ameasure
check to determine whether our results were specific to
conjunctive or disjunctive tasks. Table 3 displays the
means, standard deviations, and correlations among
key dependent variables for Study 2.

Perceived Group Diversity. To assess perceived group
diversity, we measured whether subjects accurately
perceived the full demographic composition of the
astronautic group described in the scenario in terms
of members’ nationality and prior experience. After
the group task and while seated at their individual
cubicles, participants were asked, “What are the
nationalities of your two crew mates?” and “How
many prior expeditions have your two crew mates
been on?” We did not permit subjects to go back to
view the group member descriptions to verify their
responses.6 Twelve response options were presented
for each of the diversity dimensions (e.g., for na-
tionality: “1 from Jyneb, 1 from Uamol,” “1 from
Soclux, 1 from Uamol,” “2 from Jyneb”; for expert-
ness: “2 and 2,” “1 and 3,” “4 and 0”). Subjects who
recalled their group’s composition correctly were
assigned a one, and those recalling group members
incorrectly were assigned a zero (nationality: x = 0.38,
SD = 0.28; expertness: x = 0.19, SD = 0.26). Of those
whowere inaccurate, only 3%perceived there to bemore
national diversity than actually existed, and 5% per-
ceived there tobemoreexpertnessdiversity thanactually
existed, suggesting that inaccuracywas almost always in
the direction of seeing less diversity than what actually
existed in the group. We then averaged individual ac-
curacy at the group level, with scores ranging from zero
(no members correctly perceived their group compo-
sition) to one (all three members correctly perceived
their group composition), and similar to past ap-
proaches (Daniels et al. 2017), we used two (accuracy
of) perceived group diversity scores, one each for
national diversity and expertness diversity.

Conjunctive Task Performance: Unbiased Resource
Sharing. In phase 2 of the experiment, we asked
subjects as a group to allocate oxygen across group
members. The group had four oxygen tanks left and
had to decide how to allocate the tanks within the
three-person group in whole units (no fractions).
Recalling Steiner’s (1972) typology, we considered
this to be a conjunctive task because failure to allocate
the tanks fairly would exacerbate the extent to which
the weakest-link member constrains the group’s
collective performance. Conversely, providing tanks
to all groupmembers fairly—rather than, for example,
preferentially—improves each member’s and the
group’s chances of successfully reaching the mother
ship and, with it, achieving their ultimate goal.
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We expected that, rather than preferentially giving
oxygen to one or another of the astronauts, collectivistic
groupswould bemore likely to allocate oxygen equally
across all group members. We asked subjects to
decide as a group: “Howmany [of the four remaining]
oxygen tanks will your crew allocate to each of the
following crew members?” We then calculated the
standard deviation across individual allocations per
group to see the extent towhich tankswere sharedequally
ordisproportionatelygiven toa singlememberor two (x =
0.56, SD = 0.18). Sharing resources equally to ensure
that all members cross the finish line is a classic ex-
ample of conjunctive task performance (Steiner 1972).

Disjunctive Task Performance: Heeding an Expert
Member’s Safe Route Advice. Consistent with our
theory that blurring demographic differences is
problematic when the attributes on which members
differ are task oriented, we used the group’s route
choice as their disjunctive task. Recalling Steiner’s
(1972, p. 17) typology, route choice is a disjunctive
task because “the success of the group [depends]
upon which member’s performance is selected to
represent the group effort.” In other words, the group
succeeds or fails based on whether it acts upon the
route recommendation of the most knowledgeable or
expert member.We presented the route options using
a map of the territory on the moon (Appendix A.2)
and told subjects that route A was more direct but
more hazardous because it crossed through a series of
steepmountainous ridges, whereas route Bwasmuch
longer but comparatively flat with no significant
obstacles in the terrain. For groups with expertness
diversity, we provided themost expert member of the
group unique information about which route choice
had the highest survival rate in the past (route B). We
expected subjects in the collectivism condition to blur
other astronauts’ number of prior space expeditions
and, as a result, that their decisions would be less
influenced by the advice-giver’s level of expertness.
To test this, we asked subjects which route to the
mother ship theywould choose and analyzedwhether
this decision was influenced by the advice of the most
expert member in the group.

Groups were asked to choose which route they
would take and rate their confidence in this decision.
We computed the standardized interaction of choice
and confidence to reflect the degree to which groups
would confidently take a safer route (x = 0.20, SD =
1.13). If, as we predict, collectivism blurs diversity,
subjects primed with collectivism should be less
likely to heed the advice of the more expert astronaut
and less likely to choose the safe route.

Dependent Variable Measure Checks. We ran a sep-
arate measure check study on Survey Monkey. We

gave 157 participants a definition of conjunctive and
disjunctive tasks and then asked them to assess how
conjunctive or disjunctive each of the two tasks were.
To measure how conjunctive or disjunctive each task
was, we used the same design and items as in Study 1.
In support of our operationalization of equitable re-
source distribution, the oxygen tank task was seen as
more conjunctive (x = 4.96, SD = 1.90) compared with
the route choice task (x = 3.50, SD = 1.88, F[1, 156[] =
35.52, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.20), and the route choice safety
task was seen as more disjunctive (x = 4.80, SD = 1.82)
compared with the oxygen tank task (x = 3.30, SD =
2.00, F[1, 156] = 37.69, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.20).

Results
The key purpose of this studywas to test Hypothesis 2
regarding the role of perceived diversity in mediat-
ing the interactive effect of collectivism and objective
group diversity on group performance. We first ex-
amined the first part of themediation chain—whether
collectivism would cause subjects to blur heteroge-
neous demographic attributes in more (but not less)
objectively diverse groups—by conducting ANOVAs
analyzing the effects of collectivistic norms and ob-
jective group diversity on subjects’ perception of
the diversity of their group’s composition. This in-
teraction was significant for both types of diversity
(individualism/collectivism × objective group na-
tional diversity: F[1, 362] = 11.29, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.030;
individualism/collectivism × objective group ex-
pertness diversity: F[1, 362] = 7.86 p = 0.005, η2 =
0.021). Among objectively nationally diverse groups,
groups in the collectivism condition perceived less
group national diversity (x = 0.40, SD = 0.31) than in
the individualism condition (x = 0.57, SD = 0.25; F[1,
120] = 10.86, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.083). Similarly, among
objectively expertness-diverse groups, groups in the
collectivism condition perceived less group expert-
ness diversity (x = 0.59, SD = 0.33) than in the in-
dividualism condition (x = 0.75, SD = 0.31; F[1, 120] =
7.58, p = 0.007, η2 = 0.059). As expected, these dif-
ferences did not emerge in nationally homogenous
groups (F[1, 242] = 0.572, n.s., η2 = 0.002) or expertness
homogenous groups (F[1, 242] = 0.231, n.s., η2 =
0.001). Figure 2, (a) and (b), displays these contrasts.
Next, we used multiple regression analyses as well

as the Hayes’ PROCESS macro in SPSS to test for the
full mediation chain as proposed in Hypothesis 2(A),
that collectivism would improve conjunctive task
performance in nationally diverse task groups (a
relations-oriented attribute) and that this effect of
collectivism on task performance would be mediated
by blurring (Figure 3(a)). Replicating our ANOVA
results and in further support of the first step of
the mediation chain (see Table 4, Model 1), we found
an interactive effect of collectivism and objective
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national diversity on the perception of national diversity
(β = -0.173, p = 0.002). Collectivism was negatively
related to perceived group national diversity in
groups with high objective national diversity, (β =
−0.29, p < 0.001, adjusted R2 = 0.15), but not in na-
tionally homogenous groups (β = 0.05, n.s.). In sup-
port of the next step of themediation chain (see Table 4,
Model 5), perceived group national diversity was
negatively related to conjunctive task performance
(β = −0.132, p = 0.021). For the final step of the me-
diation, we used Hayes’ (2017) macro for mediation
(Model 5), in which we included all three of our
manipulated factors (collectivism, objective expert-
ness diversity, objective nationality diversity) and ran
5,000 bootstrapped iterations. We found that per-
ceived group national diversity indirectly mediated
the relationship between collectivism and conjunctive
task performance in objective nationally diverse
groups (coefficient = 0.007, SE = 0.004, 95%CI: 0.0004,
0.016; Figure 3(a)), but not in objectively nationally
homogenous groups (coefficient = −0.002, SE = 0.002,
95%CI: -0.007, 0.003). In support of indirect mediation—
an approach advanced for by Rucker and colleagues
(2011) in which no main effect of the independent var-
iable on the dependent variable is needed—we found
that collectivism relates to perceived diversity and
perceived diversity relates to group performance, as
predicted. These effects hold within groups in which ob-
jective expertness diversity was not also manipulated.
These findings are consistent with H2, and build on
our findings from Study 1 by showing the mechanism
by which collectivism affects performance in objec-
tivelydiverse groups—the blurring of perceived group
diversity.

We then testedwhether collectivistic (as opposed to
individualistic) groups would perform worse with
respect to safety (a disjunctive task outcome) in ob-
jectively expertness diverse groups and that blurring
would mediate the effect of collectivism on disjunctive

task performance as proposed in Hypothesis 2(B). In
support of the first step of this mediation model
(see Table 4, Model 2), collectivism and objective
expertness diversity interacted to significantly af-
fect perceptions of diversity (β = −0.131, p = 0.019,
adjusted R2 = 0.15). Decomposing this interaction
(see Figure 3(b)), we found that within objectively
expertness-diverse groups, collectivism led to lower
perceived group expertness diversity (β = −0.24, p =
0.007), but no such relationship emerged in objec-
tively homogenous groups (β = −0.03, n.s.). Mar-
ginally supporting the second step of this mediation
model (see Table 4, Model 8), perceived group ex-
pertness diversity improved disjunctive task perfor-
mance; that is, groups perceiving higher levels of
expertness diversity made safer route choices in
which they had more confidence (β = 0.106, p = 0.064).
Finally, supporting the last step of mediation, using
Hayes’ (2017) macro for mediation (Model 14, 5,000
bootstrapped iterations), perceived group diversity
indirectly mediated the relationship between col-
lectivism and group route choice in objectively
expertness-diverse groups (coefficient:−0.037, SE: 0.024,
95% CI: −0.094, −0.001; Figure 3(B)), but not in ob-
jectively homogenous groups (coefficient: −0.004,
SE: 0.009, 95% CI: −0.024, 0.013). Again, these ef-
fects hold within groups in which objective national
diversity was not also manipulated. These findings
support Hypothesis 2 and provide insight into the
mechanism explaining our findings in Study 1—in
objectively expertness-diverse groups, collectivism
harms disjunctive task performance by causing people
to blur their perceptions of their group’s expertness
diversity.

Study 2 Discussion
Our findings from Study 2 complement and extend
Study 1. We again showed that collectivism boosted
performance on a conjunctive task when objective

Figure 2. (Color online) Effects of Collectivism on Perceived Diversity

Notes. (a) Effects of collectivism on perceived national diversity: study 2. (b) Effects of collectivism on perceived expertness diversity:
study 2.
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national diversity was high (but not low) and reduced
performance on a disjunctive task when objective
expertness diversity was high (but not low) and that
this effect occurred indirectly through perceptions
of group diversity. A strength of this study is that
it identifies the mechanism by which collectivism
operates by causing people to see less diversity
than objectively exists. When groups were primed to
be more collectivistic, members perceived the group
as having significantly less nationality and expertness
diversity than when they were primed to be indi-
vidualistic. Further, these blurred perceptions of di-
versity mediated between the group’s collectivism
and their performance, such that blurred perceptions
of relational diversity improved performance on a
conjunctive task (that was best accomplished with all
members uniting and working together to succeed),
but blurred perceptions of task diversity reduced
performance on a disjunctive task (one that was best
accomplished with members noting differences in ex-
pertness and ultimately taking the advice of the most
expert member).

Both Studies 1 and 2 illustrate the risk of relying on
simple main effect relationships between collectivism
and group performance. Both sets of findings suggest
that using collectivism or objective diversity alone to
predict performance may be misleading. Indeed, the
main effects of collectivism and objective diversity in
our paper vary across model and study with, for
example, objective national diversity helping con-
junctive performance in Study 1 and then hurting both
conjunctive and disjunctive performance in Study 2. As
we show across studies, the true effect of collectivism
depends on the interaction between the objective di-
versity present and the type of task—conjunctive or
disjunctive—on which the group is working. Col-
lectivism helps conjunctive task performance in more
(but not less) objectively nationality diverse groups
and hurts disjunctive task performance in more

(but not less) objectively expertness diverse groups
(directly in Study 1, indirectly in Study 2via perceptions
of group diversity).7

Our findings are compelling given the overall con-
vergence in conclusions across the two studies with
more realism and strong effects in the field but less
ability to discern causality and underlying mecha-
nisms and less realistic and weaker effects in the
laboratory but random assignment enabling causal
conclusions and mediation tests. Such triangulation is
critical in ensuring the robustness and replicability of
theory across settings.

General Discussion
Adopting a norm of collectivism can both help and
hurt group performance. Across an archival study
of Himalayan mountain-climbing expeditions with
consequential outcomes and a group experiment
identifying blurring as the underlying mechanism
explaining our effects, we test a broad-range theory
explaining when and why collectivism is more likely
to benefit or harm groups. We found that collectiv-
ism can improve conjunctive task performance in
more (but not less) objectively relationally diverse
groups by causingmembers to perceive less relations-
oriented diversity (nationality) than objectively exists

Table 3. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for
Key Variables: Study 2

Variable 1 2 3 4

1. Perceived national diversity —
2. Perceived expertness diversity 0.05_ —
3. Conjunctive task performance −0.11* 0.04 —
4. Disjunctive task performance −0.02 0.11* −0.02 —
Mean 0.62 0.81 0.56 0.20
Standard deviation 0.28 0.27 0.17 1.13

Note. n = 366 groups.
*p < 0.05.

Figure 3. Perceived Diversity Mediates between Collectivism and Task Performance

Notes. (a) Effects of collectivism on conjunctive task performance in nationally diverse groups: study 2. (b) Effects of collectivism on disjunctive
task performance in expertness-diverse groups: study 2.
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but can reduce group disjunctive task performance in
more (but not less) objectively task diverse groups by
blurring members’ perception of how much task di-
versity exists (expertness). Our research suggests that
the effects of collectivism on group performance can
be understood by identifying how collectivism in-
fluences people’s perceptions of group diversity and
the utility of that perceived diversity in different task
settings. StudyingHimalayan expeditions allowed us
to test our hypotheses in an externally valid setting in
which positive and negative group performance
yielded immensely consequential outcomes, includ-
ing death. Our group experiment complemented
this study, enabling us to identify and test the causal
link between collectivism and group performance
as well as the mediating role of perceived group
diversity.

Theoretical Implications
First and foremost, our paper challenges existing
thought on the universal benefits of collectivism in
groups. Specifically, our results suggest that by
overemphasizing the positive impact of a collectivistic
orientation on group effectiveness, particularly in
the context of diversity, researchers have missed an
important distinction that would enable more accurate
predictions of group performance. It is certainly true
that collectivism can improve group processes in
many ways, for example, by increasing members’
identification and cooperative behavior within the

group (Gelfand et al. 2006). Our research, however,
proposes a counterintuitive detriment associated
with collectivism. Because these positive effects are
driven by cognitive and motivational processes in
which distinctions between group members are blur-
red, collectivism also interferes with the elaboration of
task-relevant information. In particular, our research
shows that members of groups characterized by ob-
jective expertness diversity will fail to view other
members, even those who have more expertness on
the task, as potential sources of novel and useful in-
formation because perceiving the differences among
members is discordant with the norm of collectivism.
This is important because recognizing novel and use-
ful information is the most critical antecedent to
elaboration (VanKnippenberg et al. 2004), andwithout
the prerequisite of perceiving differences inmembers’
task-related expertness, groups are less likely to
go on to attain superior performance (Nemeth and
Kwan 1987).
Second, our theory provides insight into both the

mechanism and contingencies that can explain why
and when collectivism can hurt or harm group per-
formance. At the broadest level, our theory and em-
pirical tests highlight the importance of considering
group norms and group composition in conjunction
when anticipating how groups are likely to approach
and accomplish tasks requiring different types of
interdependence. Research has already shown that

Table 4. Effects of Collectivism andObjective Diversity on Perceived Diversity and Conjunctive Task (Oxygen Allocation) and
Disjunctive Task (Route Selection) Performance: Study 2

Variables

(1)
Perceived
national
diversity

(2)
Perceived
expertness
diversity

(3)
Conjunctive

task
performance

(4)
Conjunctive

task
performance

(5)
Conjunctive

task
performance

(6)
Disjunctive

task
performance

(7)
Disjunctive

task
performance

(8)
Disjunctive

task
performance

Collectivism manipulation −0.073 −0.117** 0.101* 0.101* 0.089* 0.063 0.063 0.071
(0.014) (0.013) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

Objective national diversity
manipulation

−0.352**** 0.004 −0.069 −0.067 −0.113* −0.120 −0.121** −0.140*
(0.017) (0.016) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.072) (0.072) (0.076)

Objective expertness
diversity manipulation

−0.021 −0.366**** −0.027 −0.026 −0.038 −0.174*** −0.173*** −0.136**
(0.017) (0.016) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.072) (0.072) (0.076)

Collectivism manipulation × −0.173*** 0.007 −0.007 −0.029 −0.022 −0.032
objective national
diversity manipulation

(0.017) (0.016) (0.011) (0.011) (0.072) (0.073)

Collectivism manipulation × −0.021 −0.131** −0.082 −0.088 0.034 0.047
objective expertness
diversity manipulation

(0.017) (0.016) (0.011) (0.011) (0.072) (0.072)

Perceived national
diversity

−0.132** −0.054
(0.035) (0.227)

Perceived expertness
diversity

−0.023 0.106*
(0.037) (0.143)

Observations 366 366 366 366 366 366 366 366
Adjusted R2 0.15 0.15 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

*p < 0.10; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01; ****p < 0.001.
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diverse groups with collectivistic norms are more
cooperative (Chatman et al. 1998). Indeed, prior re-
search and practical guidance has typically advo-
cated for diverse groups to emphasize collectivism,
arguing that it is essential to diminish the interper-
sonal discomfort caused by diversity and enable
members to work together (Jehn and Bezrukova 2010).
Thus, our more specific contribution is to show that
such universally prescribed advice is misguided be-
cause, when diverse groups adopt a norm to be col-
lectivistic, it causes members to indiscriminately
blur differences among them regardless of whether
maintaining salient differences is relevant to the task or
not. Thus, we identify a kind of collateral damage
caused by an emphasis on collectivism in diverse
groups because of the indiscriminate effect it has on
reducing perceived diversity. This is a key contribu-
tion because it enables more precise predictions of
when groups will and will not be effective by taking
the collectivistic norm, types of diversity, and task type
into account. From a practical standpoint, our theory
offers insight into when and why it may be more
important to promote valuable diversity rather than to
blindly promote cohesion and shared values. Pro-
moting certain types of diversity, even if it means
enduring the possible discomfort that often accom-
panies it (e.g., Chatman and Flynn 2001), may be
necessary to surface sufficient levels of information
elaboration and risk assessment to successfully ac-
complish disjunctive tasks.

This insight also advances our understanding of
norms more generally because it shows that collec-
tivism, which has often been studied as cooperative
behavior within groups, has a kind of second-order
effect. Beyond promoting cooperativeness, collec-
tivism also causes members to see diverse colleagues
asmore similar than they actually are. Future research
might identify other norms that have similarly far-
reaching impact on groups. For example, Goncalo et al.
(2015) found that the norm of political correctness not
only increased members’ sensitivity to one another, it
also reduced uncertainty and enabled members to
take the risks necessary to contribute to a creative
task. And, in addition to dictating specific behaviors,
such as precision, standardization, and reliability,
cultures that are higher on the tightness side of the
looseness–tightness dimension (Gelfand et al. 2006)
are more likely to enforce norms across the board
compared with those that are loose.

Third, we extend the emerging literature on per-
ceptions of diversity in groups (Shemla et al. 2016,
Phillips et al. 2018). Prior research has alluded to the
possibility of a blurring process operating in di-
verse groups, in which objective demographic dif-
ferences are not necessarily perceived or seen as
salient (Hornsey and Hogg 2000). We build on and

extend this concept by offering the first empirical test
that shows how collectivism’s effect on reducing
perceived diversity can be beneficial or detrimental to
group performance depending on the fit between the
diversity and task type. Specifically, we found that a
collectivistic orientation minimized the disruptive
impact of relations-oriented national diversity on
conjunctive tasks in which a group focus is needed by
causing members to blur perceptions of relations-
oriented diversity in the group. At the same time, a
collectivistic orientation minimized the beneficial
impact of task-oriented expertness diversity on dis-
junctive tasks, on which individuation and expert-
ness identification are necessary, by causing mem-
bers to blur perceptions of the group’s task-oriented
diversity.
Relatedly, although the predicted interactionswere

significant, our pattern of nonfindings makes sense in
terms of our theory because the interaction between
collectivism and task-oriented diversity in climbers’
expertness was not significantly associated with the
conjunctive task outcomes of summiting (Study 1,
Table 2, Model 2: β = −0.007, n.s.) or sharing oxygen
(Study 2, Table 4, Model 4: β = −0.082, n.s.), nor was
the interaction between collectivism and relations-
oriented diversity in climbers’ nationality significantly
associated with the disjunctive outcome of safety
(Study 1, Table 2, Model 6: β = −0.05, n.s.; Study 2,
Table 4, Model 7: β = 0.034, n.s.). This specific pat-
tern, which emerged in Study 1 and which we then,
of course, designed into Study 2 by examining only
one type of diversity at a time, illustrates the impor-
tance of specifying different performance outcomes
in terms of the nature of the task as conjunctive or
disjunctive. It also advances our knowledge by pro-
viding insight into when diversity is perceived and
how different forms of perceived diversity influence
different group task outcomes.
From a pragmatic standpoint, these findings sug-

gest that diverse groups should strive to carefully
assess the usefulness of specific diversity attributes in
terms of their task orientation and utility to the group,
attempting to blur only those differences that are dis-
ruptive and preserve and even promote those that are
useful. Further, just as entrepreneurs need to find a
balance between generating ideas and evaluating them
to be successful (Brockner et al. 2004), diverse groups
need to also balance their interactions across both
conjunctive and disjunctive tasks during the course of
their ongoing interactions, recognizing that blurring
task-oriented attributesmay lead toworse disjunctive
task outcomes.

Study Limitations and Future Directions
Our research design constitutes a rigorous test of our
theory insofar as we are able to isolate the predicted
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mechanism in a randomized controlled experiment
while providing results that are consistent with it in
an externally valid setting—a distinctive combination
because most collectivism research has utilized stu-
dent samples (Oyserman et al. 2002). Taken together,
the theory we propose here may enable more precise
predictions regarding collectivism and group per-
formance in the presence of diversity.

A key question is how generalizable our results are
to other group settings given the extreme nature of
Himalayan mountaineering and the artificiality of
experimental simulations. First, our results are di-
rectly applicable to groups working on many types of
performance-oriented tasks, ranging from high-stakes
groups, such as oil extractors (Ely and Meyerson
2010) and astronauts (Madsen and Desai 2010), to
more typical tasks, such as researchers working on a
paper and start-ups launching a product to market,
because of both the fundamental nature of collec-
tivism and the impact of diversity in groups that are
performance oriented. Specifically, if diverse work
groups are encouraged to embrace collectivism, as
they often are (Chatman and Flynn 2001), they may
fail to value expertness and, as a result, experience
particularly dire consequences. Second, the Himala-
yan database included a range of nationalities un-
equaled by prior data sets but more typical in work
settings than the two or three nationalities typically
examined in most organizational research (Earley
1989). This range in nationality may increase the
extent to which our findings generalize across dif-
ferent nations. Third, because climbers plan for years
prior to an expedition, their goal orientation is uni-
formly high—making our results applicable to groups
that undertake work tasks with elevated levels of
motivation (Pieterse et al. 2013). Thus, although Hi-
malayan expeditions are an unusual sample from an
organizational standpoint, they can still teach us a
great deal about how collectivism influences the re-
lationship between group diversity and performance.
And our replication in a group laboratory experiment
suggests that the model could generalize to other
settings. Finally, the context of the Himalayan study
is such that the outcomes of summiting and death are
expected to be almost entirely determined by factors
orthogonal to our theorizing, such as individual
differences in climber skill, technology utilization,
and exposure to weather patterns. Accordingly, the
fact that we are able to identify effects related to our
theory of group dynamics is meaningful. As Prentice
and Miller (1992, p. 163) note, “Showing that an ef-
fect holds even under the most unlikely circum-
stances possible can be as impressive as (or, in some
cases, perhaps even more impressive than) show-
ing that it accounts for a great deal of variance.” That
said, our effect sizes were modest in the experiment,

and thus, efforts to replicate these findings would be
useful.
Study 1 is, of course, vulnerable to the selection

concerns that are commonly associated with obser-
vational studies. Assessing collectivism through the
use of country-level Hofstede scores also represents a
somewhat blunt approach insofar as there is clearly
variance in collectivism between individuals of the
same nationality. In essence, our research design for
Study 1 sacrifices depth, in terms of a more granular
measure of norms, for breadth, by enabling us to
conduct a large-scale group study. Further, because
people are not randomly assigned to mountaineer-
ing expeditions and because our research objectives
precluded the use of a small number of climbers from
the initial sample who hail from countries without
Hofstede scores, we cannotmake strong causal claims
with respect to collectivism’s influence on real-life
Himalayan climbing outcomes. The corroborating evi-
dence we obtained from our second study, which was
experimental in nature, brings us much closer to this
desired outcome. The performance outcomes in Study 2,
of course, were simulated and, thus, somewhat artificial,
limiting the generalizability of the findings. Together,
however, Studies 1 and 2 both confirm and complement
each other in supporting our theory.
Finally, we note that our results suggest several

opportunities for future research. First, because we
only tested our theory with respect to two demo-
graphic attributes, future research could explore how
collectivism influences the diversity–performance
relationship using other relations- and task-oriented
attributes, such as gender and tenure. There is already
some evidence that collectivism may combine dif-
ferently with different attributes. For example, Ely
(2004) found no main effect for sex and race but did
find negative effects on group performance for age,
education, and tenure, which may be explained by
considering the moderating effect of collectivism.
Further, the present research did not address the
question of whether collectivism blurs all types of
diversity equally, a fruitful line of inquiry as it is
plausible that some distinctions are more resistant to
the blurring effect. Finally, it would be useful to ex-
plore the mechanisms by which perceived diversity
drives different task outcomes and whether cohesion
and weighting members’ views unequally applies to
other types of tasks than those studied here.
Second, given that one of the primary means for

uniting diverse groups is emphasizing collective goals,
future research may include experiments that examine
the comparative impact of emphasizing other norms,
such as valuing diversity or political correctness, that en-
courage cooperation but enable members to still feel com-
fortable expressing defiant or unpopular topics without
fearof rejection (Homan et al. 2007, Goncalo et al. 2015).
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Additionally, research might explore how to inoculate
diverse groups against performance-reducing blur-
ring by highlighting important differences to the task
and why diverse members of the group were chosen
for the task (Flynn et al. 2001).

Third, the means by which perceived diversity is
reduced should be further investigated. One key
question is whether attention is motivated or not—
that is, do people blur demographic distinctions be-
cause collectivism motivates them to do so or as the
result of what is effectively a cognitive bias? A second
question revolves around the individual-level pro-
cess of blurring. Our study, conducted at the group
level, did not distinguish between whether the effects
of collectivism on perceived diversity occur because
individuals fail to seek out task-relevant and poten-
tially nonredundant information from other group
members or because individuals fail to put forth task-
relevant and potentially nonredundant information
that they themselves possess to the group. Further,
although our measure captured blurring rather than
ignoring, because ignoring others’ differences would
imply that subjects perceived the differences but
failed to use them, it would be useful to conduct a
direct test. Relatedly, although not tested here, our
findings pose a potential explanation forwhy cultures
that emphasize a norm to be collectivistic (particu-
larly popular among startups in Silicon Valley) may
struggle to attract a diverse employee base (Guynn
2017): their collectivistic cultures may blind them to
the presence—or lack thereof—of diversity among
their employees.

Finally, we agree with Van Dijk et al. (2012) that
diversity research would benefit from more carefully
considering what “performance” in a given research
context means. Disaggregating performance out-
comes in terms of how they are achieved—in a con-
junctive or disjunctive manner—represents a first
step in this direction, but there are other relevant
distinctions in performance outcomes, such as whether
performance has social impact or frame-breaking
potential. Doing so could improve organizational
scholars’ ability to make more consistently precise

predictions regarding group diversity and performance—
a goal that remains elusive despite years of scholarly
attention.

Conclusion
We develop and test a theory of when and why col-
lectivism helps or hurts group outcomes. Specifi-
cally, we show that collectivism leads members to see
less diversity than actually exists or blur diversity
attributes among members of their group, which
improves performance when diversity is disrup-
tive and hurts performance on tasks for which ac-
curate perceptions of diversity are critical. In sum,we
provide the foundation for a broad-range theory of
how group collectivistic norms can help or harm
groups’ abilities tobenefit from thediversitywithin their
groups.
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Appendix A. Moon Landing Scenario
A.1. Characteristics of Six Conditions

Characteristics C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Norms: Individualistic X X X
Norms: Collectivistic X X X
Nationalities: Homogeneous X X X X
Nationalities: Heterogeneous X X
Expertness levels: Homogeneous X X X X
Expertness levels: Heterogeneous X X
Subjects in condition 168 177 186 183 180 174
Groups in condition 56 59 62 61 60 58

Table A.1. Narrative Description of Group Behavior
You and your crew mates have been in outer space together for the past five months. The following diary of one of your crew
mates reflects how the group has worked together during that time.

Collectivism condition Individualism condition

We each have a small cabin in which we can sleep and keep our personal
effects (family photos, etc.), but this crew is remarkably communal. On
the first day of the mission, we removed the doors from our individual
chambers and brought most of our personal things to the common spaces to
share. This is very different from the isolated pods I recall having seen on
videos of other expeditions.

We each have a small cabin in which we can sleep and keep our personal
effects (family photos, etc.), and these spaces go a long way to help us
retain a sense of individuality. On the first day of the mission, we
briefly opened the doors to our individual chambers and showed each other
our personal things as a “getting-to-know-you tour,” but I haven’t seen
my crewmates’ space since then as we typically keep our cabin doors
closed. This is very different from the more communal atmosphere
I recall having seen on videos of other expeditions.
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A.2. Disjunctive Task for Subjects
Route Selection. Your space vessel landed approximately
200 miles from the rendezvous point. You no longer have a
view of the terrain, but you caught a quick glimpse as you
were landing. It appeared that there were two primary routes
to the mother ship, as shown below.

Route A was more direct, but there was a series of ex-
tremely steep mountainous ridges in the terrain along the
way that your crew is uncertain about. Route Bwas quite a bit
longer but was comparatively flat with no signs of obstruc-
tion in the terrain.

(Continued)

Collectivism condition Individualism condition

In this way, it really seems like our group has invested the space vessel with a
very collaborative atmosphere. In the common space, there is a large
wall with clips holding various types of freeze-dried food—oh, the delights
of astronaut cuisine!We not only eatmeals together, but we eat the same
thing as each other so we have a more shared experience. (We rotate the
task of “preparing meals for the crew.”)

In this way, it really seems like our group has invested certain areas of the
space vessel with a very private atmosphere. In the common space, there
is a large wall with small lockers holding various types of freeze-dried
food—oh, the delights of astronaut cuisine! We appear to have different
appetites and cuisine preferences, so we tend to eat separately and eat
different things. (At least preparing a meal for myself is not a complicated
task!)

On days when the weather outside the vessel has been particularly bad such
that visibility is low, group zero-gravity hacky-sack and blackjack have
become regular pastimes. Every day it seems we have some group
activity going on. It seems life on the space vessel is not so different from
life at home on Earth.

On days when the weather outside the vessel has been particularly bad such
that visibility is low, I retreat to my chamber where reading and playing
solitaire have quickly become my pastimes. Every day I find time to
meditate and reflect on the day’s experiences and my observations about
space and the other crewmates. It seems life on the space vessel is not so
different from life at home on Earth.
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Endnotes
1Given our focus on summiting success, we excluded the 3,651
climbers who elected to only go as far as base camp, verified by
climbing permits issued by the Nepalese government that require
expeditions to identify in advance each climberwhowill be ascending
above base camp. In addition, we excluded 872 climbers who were
registered to attempt a summit but failed to reach base camp (183
expeditions included at least one such climber), leaving us with
55,452 climbers in 7,968 expeditions. Next, we excluded the 10,212
paid support personnel after calculating our control variable mea-
suring climber support, which we describe. This reduced our sample
to 45,240 climbers in 7,962 expeditions (the reduction in number of
expeditions at this stage is due to certain expeditions comprising
entirely hired personnel such as all-Sherpa teams who were con-
tracted to clear a trail in advance of commercial expeditions). Third,
given our focus on group composition and consistent with typical
definitions of a group as having three or more members (Kashy and
Kenny 2000), we excluded 1,265 climbers who made ascents by
themselves or with support personnel but no additional team
members. This reduced our sample to 43,975 climbers in 6,697 ex-
peditions. We also excluded 2,412 climbers who ascended in pairs,
reducing our sample to 41,563 climbers in 5,491 expeditions. Next,
because of the collectivism norm’s centrality to our analysis, we
excluded all climbers from countries who are not included in Hof-
stede’s index (located at https://geert-hofstede.com/countries.html)
as well as any expeditions that included at least one such climber.
This reduced our number of expeditions to 5,244 and our number of
climbers to 38,986. Finally, climber age, one of our control variables,
was missing for 1,190 climbers or approximately 3% of the remaining
sample. These climbers were included in calculations of the control
variable for the size of their group, but their age was coded asmissing
for the calculation of the control variable pertaining to their average
expedition age. Age was missing for every climber in 30 expeditions
comprising 168 climbers. Because we were unable to calculate an
average age for these expeditions, we excluded them from our
analysis. (However, we reran the analyses described, assigning the
mean group age (37.08 years) to those expeditions that were missing
average age and found no differences in the pattern of results.)
2Even though there is substantial precedent for assigning country-
level Hofstede scores to individuals, some have criticized this prac-
tice, noting that within-country variance in behaviors related to di-
mensions such as collectivism can be lost when assessed indirectly
(Kirkman et al. 2006). To address this concern, we collected additional
data from a sample of Himalayan climbers to examine whether
country-level scores reflected individuals’ normative orientationwith
respect to collectivism. The sample consisted of 180 climbers from
Himalayan expeditions between 2008 and 2013 (we asked partici-
pants to focus on their most recent expedition). Participants averaged
40 years old, 14% were female, and they had attempted an average
of 1.43 Himalayan climbs. In addition, 44% used oxygen, and 51%
participated in a commercial expedition. We asked these climbers to
“Please rate each norm on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 meaning the norm
was highly uncharacteristic of your expedition and 7 meaning the
normwas highly characteristic of your expedition.” These items were
“It was important to climbers that they respected the group’s col-
lective decisions”; “Climbers stuck together, nomatter what sacrifices
were required”; “Climbers felt that it was their duty to take care of
one another even if they had to sacrifice their own preferences or
accomplishments”; and “Climbers on the expedition stayed together
as much as they could.”We factor-analyzed responses using varimax
rotation. One factor measuring collectivism emerged with an ei-
genvalue of 1.93. Each of the four items loaded more than 0.60 on the
factor without any cross-loadings and with a Cronbach’s alpha of
0.80, so we averaged responses to these four items to create a col-
lectivism scale for each respondent. This measure, when entered into
a regression analysis, significantly predicted climbers’ country-level

collectivism score (β = 3.71, p = 0.005), providing evidence that
country-level scores based on Hofstede’s index were valid measures
of collectivism at the individual level.
3As a robustness check, we also constructed a Blau index for climber
experience using the three categories of experience used for calcu-
lating our objective task diversity variable (zero prior climbs, one or
two prior climbs, or three or more prior climbs). The mean of this
index was 0.35 (SD = 0.22). We estimated models with this covariate
in place of the coefficient of variation reported and obtained the same
pattern of results.
4As is commonly noted in journalistic accounts (e.g., Jolly 2010), the
Himalayan database represents an unusually complete and accurate
record—particularly with respect to climber names, generally in-
cluding extra identifiers, such as middle names and nicknames.
Nevertheless, as with any database of this size, the potential for
inaccuracies in record keeping exists. Accordingly, as a robustness
check, we investigated any name-related discrepancies because we
constructed our experience variables on the basis of climber names.
We focused our attention on repeat climbers. The goal was to identify
any instance of repeat climbers who may have, in actuality, been two
different people on the base of discrepant identifying information:
specifically, year of birth and current place of residence.We started by
identifying the 458 repeat climbers who exhibited a standard de-
viation of greater than zero in their year of birth. Many climbers were
included in this category because at least one of their entries did not
include a year of birth. For example, Aitor Iparragirre Sagarna ap-
pears twice in our final data, once with a 1972 year of birth and once
with a missing year of birth but, in both instances, showing the same
residence. We did not consider climbers who fit this profile to be at
risk. An additional type of climber had entries for year of birth in each
appearance but one or more discrepancies in the year itself. For
example, Alix Christin Dorothee Von Melle appears five times in our
final data. In each case, his residence is listed as Hoehenkirchen,
Bavaria, Germany, and in all cases but one, his year of birth is listed as
1971 (the exception is 1981). We did not consider climbers who fit this
profile to be at risk. Our risk profile, therefore, consisted of repeat
climbers who exhibited different years of birth and places of resi-
dence in different entries although, of course, this could also reflect
a combination of record-keeping errors and change of residence in
between climbs. For example, Alberto Bianchi appears six times in
our data; twice, his year of birth and place of residence are listed as
1943 and Como, Italy, and four times, his year of birth and place of
residence are listed as 1949 andMilano, Italy. Accordingly, we coded
him as at risk for the purposes of this robustness check. In total, we
identified 151 climberswho fit this at-risk profile.We next coded their
experience as missing and reran all the models depicted in Table 2.
Doing so did not change our pattern of results.
5We also estimated our models without the control for simple ex-
pertness and obtained similar results.
6This assessment occurs very quickly. In pilot experiments that we
conducted prior to this study, we asked subjects to state the com-
position of their group immediately following the normmanipulation
and found that they exhibited the same pattern of inaccurate per-
ception: subjects in the collectivism condition were significantly more
likely to perceive their crewmates’ identities as significantly less
diverse in terms of nationality (F[1, 157] = 5.15, p < 0.05) and ex-
pertness (F[1, 157] = 10.60, p < 0.01).
7Although we find direct effects in Study 1, our effects in Study 2 are
indirect (the direct interactive effects of collectivism and objective
diversity on performance are directionally consistent with Study 1,
albeit without reaching conventional levels of significance). This
pattern of direct effects in the field and indirect effects in the labo-
ratory is consistent with past research, which typically finds stronger
effects in the field as opposed to the laboratory (Van Dijk et al. 2012,
Van Bunderen et al. 2018).
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